Abstract-The present many-to-many associative memory models can not carry out the multi-granularity association. In this paper some many-to-many multi-granularity associative memory models based on incidence of patterns are proposed by use of introducing logic calculation network and granularity control network. The model can control the granularity of output and carry out multi-granularity association.
I. INTRODUCTION
There is a very long history in the research of imitating extending and enlarging the associative memory [123] . The associative memory gets a great achievement. People have put forward many associative memory neural network models in decades [456] . But the present associative memory models mostly enable one-to-one or many-to-one associations.
A few associative memory models have been proposed for the many-to-many associations [7891011] . They however have critical shortcomings. The structure of the model proposed by Hirai is very complicated and it requires many parameters to be termined; the memory capacity of the methods in reference [89] is very low because of the nature of Hebbian learning. In 2000 Hattori [10 11 ] proposed a multimodule associative memory for many-to-many associations for short (MMA) 2 . But the dependability of the (MMA) 2 can not be ensured. In 2008 Yi Qi provided a model for one-to-many associative memory based on incidence of patterns [12] . But his method can not achieve many-to-many associative memory. In addition all the models mentioned above can not control the granularity of output. In this paper we give a model for many-to-many associative memory based on incidence of patterns. This model can achieve the many-to-many associative memory because we add a logical operation network based on the network of one-to-many associative memory. This model not only solve the problem that we can not use a simple network to realize the many-to-many associative memory in present multimodule many-to-many associative memory models but also guarantee the dependability of this method in theory. So this model is simple and can be easily controlled. Besides we add a granularity control network in this model to control the granularity of the output so this model realizes granularity control.
II. MANY-TO-MANY MULTI-GRANULARITY ASSOCIATIONS
No mater what associative fashion is the conventional associative memory models can only achieve one-to-one or many-to-one association and they can not achieve many-to-many association. In order to achieve many-to-many association the most important problem is how to recognize the common term among the term codes. In a simple semantic network such as (football spherical) (football white) (football balls) (volleyball red) (basketball balls) (balls volleyball) (balls shot). When the input is (? white) the demanded output are (football white) and (volleyball white); when the input is (football ?) the demanded output are (football spherical) (football white) and (football balls). This is the simple function of one-to-many association and it can not be achieved by a conventional associative memory model. But in real world what the human brain store is the many-to-many associative memory relation. The following three operator pattern set can be a typical example of many-to-many associative memory:
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. The many-to-many associative memory model based on incidence of patterns we advanced can meet the demands commendably consequently make the conventional associative memory model can achieve many-to-many associative memory. 
III. MODELS CODING AND LOGICAL OPERATION
Language is the suitable tool for describing the real things because it is an effective system for coding. We can use element sets constituted by words to describe relations among things they can be called memorial patterns such as (football white spherical balls). Every element in the memorial pattern is called term such as "football" and "spherical" in the above example are the terms of that memorial pattern. If the number of terms in memorial pattern is different we can fill it by filling vacancy so we can say the number of terms in all the memorial patterns is the same.
Suppose that there are K memorial patterns and the number of terms in them is M. We construct a matrix 
Firstly code the memorial patterns whose number is K (here K=14): 1: (animal has skin) 2: (animal can move) 3: (bird has wings) 4: (bird has feathers) 5: (bird can fly) 6: (fish has gills) 7: (fish has scales) 8: (fish call swim) 9: (canary can sing) 10: (canary is yellow) ll: (robin is red) 12: (penguin cannot fly) 13: (salmon is red) 14: (sunfish is yellow).
Then code the terms according to whether the terms appear. For instance the term "animal" appears in the patterns whose pattern codes are 1 and 2 therefore the term code of animal is
. We can get all the terms' term codes according to the same rule as shown below. M=1 After we get the codes above the memorial patterns corresponding to the memorial pattern codes which consisting of term codes one-to-one. We can store the term codes produced in the same column in the same bidirectional associative memory (BAM) network module; and store the term codes produced in different columns in different BAM network modules. When the input is a term such as "can" if we want to associate by inputting (? can ?) we should put the code of "can"
to do the one-to-many associative memory. Because the code word 1 appears in the second fifth eighth and ninth position in the code of "can" so the memorial patterns associated by can are the second pattern (animal can move) the fifth pattern (bird can fly) the eighth pattern (fish can swim) and the ninth pattern (canary can sing).
When the input are two terms such as "fish" and "has" if we want to associate by inputting (fish has ?) we should input the code of "fish"
in the first module and input the code of "has"
in the second module to do the many-to-many association. Input the term codes of "fish" and "has" in the logical operation layer to do the logical operation while the inputs from other modules are codes which are all equal to 1 therefore the code word 1 appears in the sixth and the seventh position in the result code the "fish" and the "has" appear in the sixth and the seventh pattern and the memorial patterns associated by the "fish" and the "has" are the sixth pattern (fish has gills) and the seventh pattern (fish has scales).
We constitute a standard unit vector , , [
which has the same length with the term code and is called control code there is only one code word in the control code is 1 and the others are all zeros. At the same time the position of the code word 1 in the control code is the same as the position of a code word 1 in the precontrol code.
According to the term code and control code above we can know that one term code can product many control codes by logical operating and many term codes can also product many control codes by logical operating. Now when our inputs are "fish" and "has" we can get the precontrol code by operating the logical operation of the term codes of "fish" and "has". This precontrol code means that there will be two control codes to be memorized they are
The position of code word 1 in
is at the second place this means that the two term "fish" and "has" represented by this precontrol code will appear in the second memorial pattern.
is at the third place this means that the two term "fish" and "has" represented by this precontrol code will appear in the third memorial pattern.
As we add the logical operation of term codes our model divide the many-to-many relation among terms into many one-to-one relations by many control codes produced by logical operations of many term codes so it can achieve many-to-many associative memory.
IV. CONTROLLING GRANULARITY
When the present multimodule many-to-many associative memory models do the association they output all the possible associative results it is obvious can not satisfy people' demands for many-to-many associative memory. People want to get the brief and effective results not the entire result which contains much undesirable information. Traditional many-to-many associative memory models can not achieve the multi-granularity associative because they never control the granularity of their outputs so they can not satisfy people' demands.
In order to control the granularity of outputs and to achieve the multi-granularity associative our paper uses the granularity control network. We set the demanded number of many-to-many association outputs. After getting the precontrol code by logical operating the granularity control network will count and control the number of control codes produced by precontrol code. When the number of control codes reaches the number of associative memory output patterns we demanded the granularity control network will stop the precontrol code from producing control codes. We can set the number of many-to-many output patterns we want and decide whether the statistical direction is from left to right or from right to left so we achieve the multi-granularity association.
V. MANY-TO-MANY ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY MODELS BASED ON INCIDENCE OF PATTERNS

A. Structure of many-to-many model
This many-to-many associative memory model contain m BAM networks m input layers of logical operation network a operational layer of logical operation network a granularity control layer and a output control layer as shown in the following figure. As the BAM network has been Hardwired [12] so it is practical for this model to be Hardwired this enhance the applicability and generalization ability of this model. 
B. Initialization of the network model
Commonly we must convert the memorial patterns to binary if we want to input them. As the input vector sets and the term code sets stored in the network are usually in different vector spaces so we use the training mode of bidirectional hetero association. In order to enhance applicability and generalization we use the BAM to achieve the bidirectional hetero association of input vectors and term codes and use term codes to do the many-to-many associative memory.
In the j th module 
C. Working process of the model
When begin to do the many-to-many associative memory we should convert the input patterns to input vectors first and then input the input vectors into the X layer of the BAM network if the input pattern is unknown the input vector will be a zero vector. For instance if the patterns in the i th and j th module are known and the patterns in other modules are unknown the Y layers in the i th and j th module will output the term codes corresponding to the known patterns and the Y layers in other modules will output zero vectors.
Every nerve cell in the output layer of BAM network connects to a nerve cell in the input layer of logical operation network accordingly and the Weight 
We can know that when
K is a nonzero vector the output will be this nonzero vector.
The weighted sum of j y must satisfy that
K is a zero vector.
According to the computational formula of the nerve cell in input layer of logical operation network
K is a zero vector the output will be a vector which is equal to 1. According to Theorem 1 we can know that if the input layer of logical operation network receives a nonzero vector the input layer will transmit this vector to logical operation layer; and if the input layer of logical operation network receives a zero vector the input layer will transmit a vector which is equal to 1 to logical operation layer. Then the model will do logical operation in logical operation layer. The logical operation layer connected to the granularity control network and the result of the logical operation will be transmitted to the granularity control network.
Every nerve cell in logical operation layer connects to a nerve cell in the granularity control network accordingly and the Weight ij T is set to 1. If the number of many-to-many output patterns we wanted is c and the statistical direction is from right to left according to the statistical direction the computational formula of the nerve cell in granularity control network is
Where c is any real number; i s is the output from nerve cell in logical operation layer.
the weighted sum of i s that the j th nerve cell in granularity control network received. The granularity control network receives the input of the logical operation layer which is called precontrol code and its output is called granularity control code which will produce control codes.
Theorem 2. Suppose that the number of code word 1 in precontrol code in the model is t the number of many-to-many output patterns we want is c and the statistical direction is determined. We can get granularity control code whose number of code word 1 is equal or lesser than c in granularity control layer.
Proof. In the granularity control layer the input is precontrol code S whose number of code word 1 is t and the statistical direction is determined (1) when c t > There necessary being a j th nerve cell the weighted sum of the input from logical operation layer to it
Then for all the nerve cells which serial number is larger than the j th nerve cell according to the determined statistical direction all the weighted sum of the inputs from logical operation layer to them is larger than c .
According to the computational formula of the nerve cell in granularity control network
We know that when c t > the outputs of nerve cells whose serial number is equal or greater than the j th nerve cell in granularity control network are equal to 0 and that is the number of the code word 1 in granularity control code is equal to c . 
We know that when c t ≤ the outputs of nerve cells are the same as the input they received from the logical operation layer. So the granularity control code is the same as the precontrol code that is the number of the code word 1 in granularity control code is equal or lesser than c .
In summary suppose the number of code word 1 in precontrol code is t and the number of output patterns we wanted is c then we will get a granularity control code in which the number of code word 1 is d and d 
t is the iteration number and t =1; Because the term codes in the second and the third module are nonzero vectors the input layer of logical operation network will let the vectors pass; and because the term code in the first module is a zero vector the input layer will not let the vector pass instead it will output a vector which is equal to 1. The logical operation layer of the logical operation network receives the output from the input layer of the logical operation network and does the logical operation. The granularity control network receives the result of the logical operation and produces control codes. As the statistical direction is from the right to the left the control code produced first is . So the eighth stored pattern (robin can move) will be recalled by the associative memory of the BAM network.
As the statistical direction is from the right to the left the other control code will be produced and the other output (canary can move) will be recalled following the same recall mechanism. Because the number of many-to-many output patterns we want is 2 the granularity control code will not produce other control codes which may fulfill the requirement.
